You can connect to Any Mobile Phone 24 Hours a Day, without that phone's owner knowing it! Look at their photos, Read their SMS / Text messages and Contacts! Change the profile, Restart the phone, Turn off the phone! Restore factory settings, Change the volume! Play their ringtones even if phone is on silent mode, Play their favorite songs (in their phone)! You can even dial out phone numbers through their phone, it includes all call functions like hold etc! You can program their phone so that when they make a call, your phone will ring too - and you'll be able to listen to their conversation (They Will Never Know)! Beware of retailers offering similar software products who simply want you, the customer, to buy their software without offering the support service that you may require. We are 100 sure that you will enjoy our technology, you will enjoy reliability and stability from the world leaders in tech development. All rights reserved. This is a copyright protected software. No portion of this product may be copied, modified, duplicated, reproduced or distributed this software and its documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose. Any unauthorised copying will constitute an infringement of copyright. THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION. Tags: bluetooth spy bluetooth spy bluetooth spy bluetooth spy bluetooth spy bluetooth spy mobile phone mobile phone mobile spy spy hack software software bluetooth software spies bluetooth spy soft
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